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Expert
The word “expert” was used by
Danida, the Danish International
Development Assistance, for the
people employed by the organisation to work in the projects sup
ported or initiated by the agency
in developing countries. Eventually
the term “expert” was replaced
by “development worker” or DW.

D a n ida
Founded in 1963, the Danish International Development Assistance,
DANIDA, distributes and coordinates Danish development aid.
It worked as an independent unit
until it was put under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark
in 1991.

Compound
The word “compound”, when applied
to a human habitat, refers to a
cluster of buildings within an
enclosure that have a shared or
associated purpose, such as
the houses of an extended family.
The enclosure may be a wall, a
fence, a hedge, or some other
structure, or it may be formed by
the buildings themselves when
they are built around an open area
or joined together.
In Africa, the word “compound” is
used for any cluster of related
or linked homes without enclosure,
especially residences for members of the same family or those
working for the same employer, as
is the case with the teachers at
the Nchelengue World Bank Secondary School.

Rondavel
A rondavel is a traditional Africanstyle house. It is usually round
in shape and traditionally made
with materials that can be locally
obtained in raw form.
The rondavel’s walls are often
constructed from stones.
The mortar may consist of sand,
soil, or any combination of these
ingredients mixed with dung.
The floor is finished with a processed dung mixture in order
to make it smooth. The roof braces
of a rondavel are made out of
tree branches which have been
harvested and cut to length. The
roof itself is made out of thatch
that is sewn to the wooden braces
with rope made out of grass.

Pavilion
A Pavilion is a free-standing
structure positioned a short
distance from a main residence,
whose architecture, whether
large or small, is geared towards
making it an object of relaxation
and pleasure.

The Expert
Installation
(installation view: p. 124)
wall painting,
10 m x 3.4 m
(wall painting: pp. 20–22, pp. 60–66)
digital slideshow,
15 min., 72 cross-fading

text and image slides
projected on black
(images: pp. 27–38, pp. 47–59)
(text: p. 39)
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A: 			 Where are we?
Expert: We are in the teacher’s compound
				 of Nchelenge World Bank secondary school
				 in the Luapula province in northern Zambia.
A: 			 Why are you here?
Expert: I have been stationed here as an expert by Danida,
				 the organisation for Danish International Development Assistance.
				I teach religion and history at the school.
A: 			 Can you tell me about the school?
Expert: It is a boarding school with around 400 pupils
				 from different provinces in the country.
				It was built in the late 60s.
A: 			 Who lives in the compound?
Expert: The teachers from the school.
				 They are Irish, British, Dutch, German, Danish, Indian, and Zambian.
				 Around 35 families. It is quite mixed.
A: 			 What is this?
Expert: We are building an open rondavel, a traditional hut
				 in the garden of our house in the compound.
A: 			 Why?
Expert: Almost everybody in the compound has a hut like this
				 in their garden, like a little pavilion.
				It is nice to sit inside; you can be outside and in the shade at the same time.
				It is a small version of the ones they have in the African villages.
A: 			 How do you spend your time?
Expert’s
wife: 		 I take care of the household and the children.
				 When everything gets to be too much and I need a break,
				I go for a walk between the huts in the local villages and get glimpses
				 of everyday life there.
				 That is very relaxing.
				I tried to go there and draw, but it felt much too intrusive.
				 And it was difficult to have a circle of 20 children around me,
				 wondering about this strange white woman with nothing better to do
				 than to put lines on a piece of paper.
				I soon gave that up.
A: 			 How much contact do you have with the local population?
Expert: I have brought my enlarger and chemicals with me from Denmark
				 to set up a darkroom where I can develop the photographs I take.
				 People ask me to take their picture, of themselves or their family.
				I prefer to do portraits, but mostly people want pictures in full figure
				 in front of their house and with their most important possessions.
				 Usually I take some portraits as well. Mostly people don’t notice anyway.
				 Then I give them a copy of the picture they wanted and keep the portrait
				 for my own collection.
				 After a while people started asking me to come to weddings and parties.
A: 			 Did you dream anything?
Expert: Yes.
				I dreamt that I had applied for a job with the United Nations in Somalia.
				I got the job and thought to myself that it must be very hot there.
				 And it was - when I arrived it was extremely hot.
				 But at the same time a very Danish landscape opened up before me.
				 Somalia was a green, hilly country with fields and crops
				 that could have been Danish.
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A: 			 What is this?
Expert: We are building an open rondavel, a traditional hut
				 in the garden of our house in the compound.
A: 			 Why?
Expert: Almost everybody in the compound has a hut like this
				 in their garden, like a little pavilion.
				It is nice to sit inside; you can be outside and in the shade at the same time.
				It is a small version of the ones they have in the African villages.
A: 			 How do you spend your time?
Expert’s
wife: 		 I take care of the household and the children.
				 When everything gets to be too much and I need a break,
				I go for a walk between the huts in the local villages and get glimpses
				 of everyday life there.
				 That is very relaxing.
				I tried to go there and draw, but it felt much too intrusive.
				 And it was difficult to have a circle of 20 children around me,
				 wondering about this strange white woman with nothing better to do
				 than to put lines on a piece of paper.
				I soon gave that up.
A: 			 How much contact do you have with the local population?
Expert: I have brought my enlarger and chemicals with me from Denmark
				 to set up a darkroom where I can develop the photographs I take.
				 People ask me to take their picture, of themselves or their family.
				I prefer to do portraits, but mostly people want pictures in full figure
				 in front of their house and with their most important possessions.
				 Usually I take some portraits as well. Mostly people don’t notice anyway.
				 Then I give them a copy of the picture they wanted and keep the portrait
				 for my own collection.
				 After a while people started asking me to come to weddings and parties.
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A: 			 Where are we?
Expert: We are in the teacher’s compound
				 of Nchelenge World Bank secondary school
				 in the Luapula province in northern Zambia.
A: 			 Why are you here?
Expert: I have been stationed here as an expert by Danida,
				 the organisation for Danish International Development Assistance.
				I teach religion and history at the school.
A: 			 Can you tell me about the school?
Expert: It is a boarding school with around 400 pupils
				 from different provinces in the country.
				It was built in the late 60s.
A: 			 Who lives in the compound?
Expert: The teachers from the school.
				 They are Irish, British, Dutch, German, Danish, Indian, and Zambian.
				 Around 35 families. It is quite mixed.
A: 			 What is this?
Expert: We are building an open rondavel, a traditional hut
				 in the garden of our house in the compound.
A: 			 Why?
Expert: Almost everybody in the compound has a hut like this
				 in their garden, like a little pavilion.
				It is nice to sit inside; you can be outside and in the shade at the same time.
				It is a small version of the ones they have in the African villages.
A: 			 How do you spend your time?
Expert’s
wife: 		 I take care of the household and the children.
				 When everything gets to be too much and I need a break,
				I go for a walk between the huts in the local villages and get glimpses
				 of everyday life there.
				 That is very relaxing.
				I tried to go there and draw, but it felt much too intrusive.
				 And it was difficult to have a circle of 20 children around me,
				 wondering about this strange white woman with nothing better to do
				 than to put lines on a piece of paper.
				I soon gave that up.
A: 			 How much contact do you have with the local population?
Expert: I have brought my enlarger and chemicals with me from Denmark
				 to set up a darkroom where I can develop the photographs I take.
				 People ask me to take their picture, of themselves or their family.
				I prefer to do portraits, but mostly people want pictures in full figure
				 in front of their house and with their most important possessions.
				 Usually I take some portraits as well. Mostly people don’t notice anyway.
				 Then I give them a copy of the picture they wanted and keep the portrait
				 for my own collection.
				 After a while people started asking me to come to weddings and parties.
A: 			 Did you dream anything?
Expert: Yes.
				I dreamt that I had applied for a job with the United Nations in Somalia.
				I got the job and thought to myself that it must be very hot there.
				 And it was - when I arrived it was extremely hot.
				 But at the same time a very Danish landscape opened up before me.
				 Somalia was a green, hilly country with fields and crops
				 that could have been Danish.
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Uganda Forest
The Uganda Forest (Ugandaskoven)
is a small wood on Vestamager, a
suburban area south of Copenhagen.
It is located next to Ugandavej,
the first of the streets in the
neighbourhood to be named after a
place in Africa.

Vestamager
Vestamager is the western part
of the island of Amager, south of
Copenhagen in Denmark. Traditionally considered to be at the
edge of the metropolitan area,
in 1992, it was decided to develop
parts of the recreational areas
on Vestamager into a new urban
district, Ørestaden. The construction of new train and metro connections has had a great impact
on the existing residential areas
that border the new developments.

Kolonihave
Allotment gardens are characterised by a concentration in one
place of a few or up to several
hundreds of land parcels that are
assigned to and cultivated by
individual families. The individual
size of a parcel ranges between
200 and 400 square meters, and often the plots include a shed for
tools and shelter. The individual
gardeners are organised in an
allotment association, which leases
the land from the owner, who may
be a public, private, or ecclesiastical entity. The land can only be
used for gardening, not for residential purposes.
Especially between the two World
Wars, allotment gardens became
popular in Copenhagen among the
working and middle class, used
as an extension of living space and
for supplementing food with homegrown vegetables.

Afternoon in the Uganda Forest
									
Installation
(installation view: p. 124)
4 free-standing wall paintings, 200 x 250 cm
(map: pp. 97–101)
(school: pp. 102–104)
(classroom: pp. 107–110)
(prime minister and president: pp. 113–119)
video, 40 min.
(stills: pp. 72/73, 76/77)
(timeline: pp. 79-88)
(stills: pp. 90/91, 94/95)
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Timeline

Around 1930

1931

Most of the countries
on the African continent are under colonial rule.

South Africa becomes Norway occupies and
independent.
claims parts of the
then uninhabited
East Greenland, aka
Erik the Red’s Land.
The Permanent Court
of International
Justice in The Hague
acknowledges Denmark’s claim to the
territories.

The kingdom of Den
mark includes
Greenland and the
Faröe Islands.
The islands are independent but part
of the Danish kingdom, Denmark is also
in charge of their
foreign relations.

( A r ou nd 1 9 3 0 )

Afternoon in the
Uganda Forest
Sources:
Jørgensen, Bent
Storbyens
Stednavne
Gyldendals Små
Røde Ordbøger
København 1999
Jansen, Inger
Kjær Ed.
Nybyggere
på Vestamager
Tårnby 1997
Marx, Christoph
Geschichte
Afrikas - Von
1800 bis zur
Gegenwart
Paderborn 2004
www.wikipedia.org
www.um.dk

There is a serious
shortage of housing
in Copenhagen,
Denmark, after the
First World War.
The town council in
Tårnby, a neighbouring town of
Copenhagen, decides
to parcel out farmland from the western part of Amager
for summer houses
and allotment gardens (kolonihaver),
in order to take
some pressure off
the city, at least
in the summer. The
former wetlands are
drained and roads
are constructed,
a process that lasts
until the ’50s. The
plots are not very
expensive.
It is decided that
the new streets in
the area will be
named after local
ities in Africa, and
the street Tømmerup
Strandvej (Tømmerup
Coast Road), is renamed Marokkovej
(vej = street), after
the northwesternmost African state.
Originally a dirt
road, it later

1933

1937

( 1937)
a basis for existence
despite the precarious conditions. The
houses are modest
to poor, the area is
humid. Installation
To ensure the possi- of electricity and
sewerage, as well as
bility of the future
asphalting of the
expansion of the
streets, does not
nearby Copenhagen
happen until the ’50s
Airport, a major
part of the area has and ’60s. The area
is not developed with
zoning restrictions for year-round year-round housing until the ’70s and
houses.
the ’80s.
The district develThe area goes under
ops, with homemade
derogatory names
shacks and garden
such as “Penniless
houses that are
mainly inhabited in Field”, “The Border of
the summer by people the City”, and “Klon
dike”.
from the dense
inner-city workingclass quarters.
Because of the housing shortage, there
is a great demand
for the small plots
and many are inhabited all year round
in spite of the ban
on year-round living
and housing in the
area.
 ecame a gravel road
b
with deep ditches
on the sides until it
was asphalted in the
late ’50s.

The inhabitants
describe themselves
as settlers and
invest a lot of energy
into establishing

Marokkovej is renamed Ugandavej,
after the British
colony, later the independent Republic
of Uganda. Among the
streets named after
African localities,
this is the oldest
name and the longest
street, resulting in
the name for a small
forest at the eastern end of the road,
the Uganda Forest.
Kamerunvej, named
after the French
colonies and British
Cameroon, which, as
of 1961, became the
independent Republic of Cameroon in
central West Africa.

1940

1942

1944

1945

Denmark is occupied
by Nazi Germany.

The plots in the area
of Western Amager
sell well. People find
them a welcome variation from life in
the dense inner-city
quarters. For many,
however, it also
becomes their only
possible dwelling,
in spite of the ban on
year-round habitation. People live in
their small garden
houses over the
winter without water
or sanitation.
It is difficult to get
building materials
because of the
war, and means are
scarce. The area
is humid and fuel is
expensive and
rationed, hence it
is difficult to heat
the houses.

Iceland is released
from the Danish
kingdom and becomes
an independent republic.

Denmark is liberated GATT, the General
by the Allied troops. Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, is signed
The United Nations,
by 23 countries
the (UN) is found.
with the intention of
gradually reducing
The World Bank is
barriers to trade
founded.
in goods, but leaving
many possibilities
The population of
for trade restricthe Faröe Islands
tions.
votes for liberation
from Denmark.
The Danish king prevents this by dissolving the Parliament, and after the
seceding elections,
the majority of the
elected parties vote
against separation
from Denmark.

Iceland and the
Faröe Islands are
occupied by British
troops, Greenland
remains free and is
left on its own until
the war is over.

(1944)
Algiervej. Named
after the French colony Algier. The colony became independent in 1962 and the
name Algier is now
used for the capital,
whereas the country
is called Algeria.
Until 1979, the street
also included Zam
biavej and the northsouthward part of
Tunisvej and Johannesburg Allé.
Kairovej. Named
after the capital of
Egypt, Cairo.
Nilensvej. Named
after the longest
river in Africa, the
Nile. Until 1979, the
street also included
the present Ghanavej.
Nubiensvej. Named
after the region
Nubia in northeastern Africa, now
a part of Egypt
and Sudan.
Rhodesiavej. Named
after the then
southern African
provinces Northern
Rhodesia and Southern Rhodesia, now
respectively Zambia

and Zimbabwe. Before
1979, the name also
included the present
Tanavej, as well
as parts of Natalvej
and Sudanvej.
Sudanvej. Named
after the British
Egyptian colony,
later the independent Republic of
Sudan. After traffic
calmed down in the
area, the name took
over a part of
Rhodesiavej in 1979.
Tobrukvej. Named
after the seaport
Tobruk in Libya.
Tripolisvej. Named
after the seaport
Tripolis, the capital
of Libya.
Tunisvej. Named
after the seaport
Tunis, the capital
of Tunisia.
Ægyptensvej. Named
after the North African state of Egypt.

1947

1949

1948
The American president Harry Truman
signs the bill for
the Marshall Plan,
which includes
massive, efficient,
short-term help for
devastated post-war
Europe. Marshall
Plan aid will later be
the model for modern
development aid.
The Organisation for
European Economic
Cooperation (OEEC),
later renamed the
Organisation for
Economic Cooperation
and Development
(OECD), is founded.
OECD distributes
Marshall Plan aid
and also begins to
give large sums
for development aid
to third world
countries. The OECD
countries found the
Development Assistance Commitee (DAC),

which coordinates
the development aid.

At this point, the
Danish development
aid is multilateral
and distributed via
international
agencies such as the
World Bank or the
UN system.

It is assumed that
economic growth and
modernisation will
automatically trigger a process of
development in the
receiving countries, The Faröe Islands
get partial home
which will also include the poorest in rule.
society.
From the beginning,
the development
aid is part of an
attempt to stem the
influence of communism on the third
world countries.
The aid is directed
toward the modern
technology and infrastructure which
is planned and constructed by western
experts, as opposed
to the local population, who usually only
hold low positions in
these projects.

1951

1950

Libya becomes independent.

Two decades of global growth and an
expanding economy
are about to begin.

(1947)

(1949)

(1950)

Liberiavej. Named
after the West African republic, Republic of Liberia.

Gambiavej. Named
after the British
colony, later the independent Republic of The Gambia in
West Africa.

The housing shortage in Copenhagen
is still bad. In the
area of West Amager,
a community of settlers has developed.
Some of the sheds
and shacks are extended, expanding
the typical 30- to-40square-meter size
for a family, with
additional rooms. It
is easier to get
material – new material such as gas
concrete is used.

Natalvej. Named after the province of
Natal in the South
African republic.
After traffic calmed
down in 1979, the
street is extended
as a part of the
former Rhodesiavej.

The associations of
plot owners help
each other get
through the winter.
The town council
refuses to install
water systems in
the houses of several
garden associations. People keep
the communal tap
frostproof by building a wooden box
around it and heating the box with
candles and oil lamps
through the winter.
There is no electric
ity or gas in most
of the area – many
inhabitants cook in
the open on wooden
stoves. For most
people, sanitation

1951

(1951)
is a bucket in a shed
in the garden,
which they empty
themselves.

Dakar Allé. Named
after the seaport
Dakar, capital of
Senegal.

Durbanvej. Named
after the seaport
Burban in the Natal
province in South
Africa.

Somalivej. Named
after the Somali
tribe (from whom the
then British and
Italian Somalilands
also took their
names), as of 1960,
the independent Republic of Somalia,
which is now divided
by civil war.

Johannesburg Allé.
Named after the
South African city
Johannesburg. After
traffic calms down
in 1979, the street is
extended to include
a part of the former
Algiervej.
Nairobi Allé. Named
after Nairobi, the
capital of Kenya.
Pretoria Allé. Named
after the town Pretoria, the capital
of South Africa and a
province of Transvaal.
Senegal Allé. Named
after the French
colony, later the
independent Republic of Senegal on
the African western
coast.
Tangervej. Named
after the seaport
Tanger in Morocco.

1952

1953

1955

Greenland becomes
a Danish county and
is herewith no
longer a colony, but
an equal part of
the Danish kingdom.

1956

1957

1958

1960

1961

1962

1963

Morocco, Sudan,
and Tunisia become
independent.

Ghana becomes
independent.

Guinea becomes
independent.

Benin, Burkina Faso,
the Ivory Coast, the
Gabonese Republic,
Cameroon, CongoBrazzaville, CongoKinshasa, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria,
Senegal, Somalia,
Togo, Chad, and the
Central African
Republic become independent.

The development in
the poorest countries does not live
up to expectations,
and the UN proclaims
the ’60s as the decade of development,
with a growth rate
objective of five
percent for the developing countries.

Denmark establishes
the Secretariat
for Cooperation with
the Developing
Countries, DANAID,
which is meant to
coordinate and control the Danish
development aid.
Denmark begins
to give bilateral aid,
which means aid
given directly to
another country.

The Secretariat for
Cooperation with
the Developing Countries, is renamed
the Danish Inter
national Development
Assistance, DANIDA.
The intended name
DANAID was changed
at the last minute
because of its meaning in Greek mythology. The Danaids
were the daughters
of Danaus, who killed
their husbands and
were condemned
to filling a bathtub
with water for
eternity in order to
wash away their sins.
Because the buckets
they were given to
do this were actually
sieves, they worked
for all eternity
in Tartarus without
any progress.

The general assembly recommends
that the developed
countries give up
one percent of their
Gross National
Product for development aid.
Sierra Leone and
Tanzania become
independent.

Algeria, Burundi,
Rwanda, and Uganda
become independent.

1964
The Danish NGO,
Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke (MS), sends out
the first development aid workers to
Tanzania. MS was
founded shortly before the end of World
War II and has been
doing relief work
in postwar Europe
and some of the developing countries.
They are among the
first non-missionary
organisations to
send out volunteers
to do development
work, and are still
currently one of the
major Danish NGOs.

1965
Gambia becomes
independent.

for example, sending
out a complete
dairy farm, including cows, machines,
and experts with
knowledge of cheese
and milk production.
Often, these
projects would fail
due to climatic or
organisational
problems. The focus
was on a few countries: in the beginning, Kenya, Tan
zania, India, and
Bangladesh.
Kenya becomes
independent.

Throughout the ’60s,
Danish aid was
mostly about sending
out experts who
would impart Danish
knowledge and
methods to the developing countries:

(1952)

(1955)

(1964)

Suezvej. Named after
the Egyptian seaport Suez on the
southern end of the
Suez Channel.

Electricity is installed in the houses
of several parts
of the area of West
Amager, among
others, the houses
on Ægyptensvej. Some
streets are provided with sewerage.

Many families in
the West Amager
area fall victim to
property speculators. The area is
known as “the poor
West Amager”.

1966

1967

The Danish Parliament decides that
half of the Danish
development aid will
be given bilaterally,
that is, directly to
the receiving countries. The other half
will be given multilaterally, which
means through international organisations such as the UN
and later the European Union. This
objective has been
kept since then.
Botswana and Lesotho
become independent.

1968

1970

1971

1972

1973

The Republic of
Equatorial Guinea,
Mauritius, and
Swaziland become
independent.

The aim for the first
decade of development is not reached.
The United Nations
General Assembly
announces the 1970s
as the second decade of development.
The concept of
development as a
stepped progression
from a traditional to
modern industrialized society begins
to be criticized.

The Danish Parliament passes a law on
international development collaboration. It states that
Danish development
aid should focus
on macroeconomic
growth, but also
on cultural collaboration with the
receiving countries.

The World Bank revises its objective
so that growth – a
social distribution
of growth with particular attention
to the poorest – is
given priority
among the aims of
development.

With the onset of the
oil crisis, ongoing
global growth comes
to a halt. The growth
of many poor countries is badly set
back by inflation and
growing debts.

Danish aid throughout the ’70s focuses
partly on largescale development of
entire regions,
but also on education
and water supply.

1974

Denmark becomes
part of the European
Community, later
the European Union
(EU). Part of the
Danish multilateral
aid is distributed
via the EU.

1975

1976

1977

1979

1980

1987

Angola, Cape Verde,
the Comoros, Mozambique, and São Tomé
become independent.

The Seychelles
become independent.

Djibouti becomes
independent.

Greenland gets home
rule, but is still a
part of the kingdom
of Denmark. Foreign
affair matters and
some other agendas
are still handled by
Denmark.

A paradigm shift in
international de
velopment aid takes
place. The donor
countries start to
demand structural
reforms in the
receiving countries.
The focus of the
economic ideas of
the ’80s shifts from
the fight against
poverty to macroeco
nomic goals – liberal
economic politics
are believed to generate development.

The Brundtland
Report is published.
The notion of sustainable development
emerges. The focus
returns to poverty,
corruption, and is
sues of the environment in particular.

The United Nations
Development Fund
for Women, UNIFEM,
is founded. The
development work
starts to focus
on women and equal
opportunities.

Guinea Bissau becomes independent.

Zimbabwe becomes
independent.

(1967)

(1974)

(1979)

The position of
Copenhagen Airport
is finally fixed, and
its extension will
not influence the
area in West Amager.
The zoning is revised and the ban on
year-round habitation is removed in
order to solve the
sanitary and social
problems of the area.
The area is finally
developed. Many
families rebuild
their summer houses
to be suitable for
use throughout the
year.

Angolavej. Named
after the Portuguese
colony, later the
independent Republic of Angola in
Southern Africa.

A shopping mall,
sports centre, and
library open on
the corner of Algier
vej and Ugandavej.
Across the street on
Ugandavej, a public
school opens.
Ghanavej. Named
after the African
state Republic
of Ghana. Until 1979,
the street was a
part of Nilensvej.
Tanavej. Named after
the Tana Lake in
Ethiopia. Until 1979,
the street was a
part of Rhodesiavej.
Zambiavej. Named
after the Republic of
Zambia in Southern
Africa. Until 1979,
the street was a part
of Algiervej.

There is an international trend towards
sectoral aid in
order to clear out
the jungle of smaller,
badly coordinated
projects with different players, which
has grown over the
last forty years of
development work.
Sectoral aid is given
to a single sector of
the economy, often
directly to the local
administration,
such as a ministry
which will also administrate the funds
to a certain extent.

1989

1990

The Berlin Wall falls. Namibia becomes
independent.
In the years following, a part of the
aid is moved from
Africa and Asia to
the former Eastern
Bloc countries.
Critics point out
that the poorest
countries in the developing world
are being forgotten.

1991

1992

DANIDA is closed down
as an independent
unit and put under
the Danish Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
Development politics
become a part of
foreign politics and
the aid is actively
used as an instrument for foreign relations.

1993

1994

1995

1996

1999

2000

2001

Eritrea becomes
independent.

Denmark formulates
a strategy with a
number of new goals
for development.
The core issues are
sustainability
and development,
improvement of the
conditions of women,
and the promotion
of democracy and
respect for human
rights.

The GATT agreement
is replaced by the
World Trade Organisation (WTO).

The Danish Government is critical
toward several of
the international
organisations and
intends to influence
the international
system into developing in the direction
of Danish development politics:
among other things,
maintaining a focus
on the fight against
poverty.

The European DAC
countries spend an
average of 0.22% of
their GNP on development aid. This
is the lowest level
since 1947. The UN
still recommends 0.7%.

The United Nations
member states agree
on the Millennium
Development Goals,
eight goals for
development that
are slated to be
reached by the year
2015. The goals address the issues of
poverty and hunger,
education, gender
equality, child mortality, maternal
health, HIV/AIDS and
other major diseases, environmental
sustainability, and
economic global
partnership for development.

Denmark elects a
conservative/liberal government.
The constantly high
level of the Danish
budget allotted to
development aid,
around 1% of the GNP
in the year 2000, is
cut down and fixed at
0.8% in 2005. At 0.8%,
Denmark is still at
the forefront internationally.

schools, roads, and
hospitals, and starts
working with programme countries
as a form of sectoral
aid. The aid is
focused on fewer
countries, which receive support for
particular sectors.
The receiver administrates the money
instead of Danish
experts and also coThis is consistent
ordinates the counwith the internaseling experts and
tional trends of the development workers.
’90s, in which
The possibility of
attention focuses on control and evaluathe relationship
tion is lessened, but
between democracy,
the responsibility
corruption and
for and the ownerpoverty. The donor
ship of development
countries increasis moved to the
ingly demand good
authorities of the
governance in the
receiving countries.
receiving countries. “Partnership”
and “empowerment”
Denmark moves away become key words
from project-oriented in development disaid, i.e., building
course.

2002
development and
global security
is put on the agenda
in Denmark and
internationally.

The subventions for
several established
NGOs are cut down
noticeably.
Liberalisation of
trade and access
to the international
The effects of devel- markets become
opment, the lack
central issues in
of positive results,
the development
and the Eurocenpolitics of the Dantrism of the develop ish Government.
ment industry are
increasingly critiAfter September 11th,
cized.
the relation between

(1992)

(2002)

The development
of Ørestaden, a new
district of Copen
hagen on Vestamager,
is decided. With the
planned construction of a metro, the
area around Uganda
vej will be better
connected with the
city center and will
suddenly be located
close to a large
developing area.

The Vestamager
metro station opens
and the area in
West Amager is now
only a few minutes
from the centre
of Copenhagen. The
property values
rise as a result.

2005

2006

Chinese companies
invest large amounts
on the African con-
tinent, thereby gaining access to its rich
natural resources.
Many African states
welcome the Chinese
activity and donations, which are not
tied to demands of
good governance and
democratic reforms.

The publication
of twelve cartoons
depicting the
prophet Muhammed
in a Danish news
paper develops into
an international
crisis, resulting
in protests in many
Islamic countries
and a boycott on
Danish products.

The Danish conserva Immigration regulative/liberal govern tions are getting
ment presents an
stricter.
African policy. It
follows the inter
national trends,
focusing on economic
development but
also on human rights
and democracy and
the fight against
HIV/AIDS. An important issue is the
so-called Regions
Danish Prime Minis- of Origin Initiative
ter Anders Fogh
in Africa, which
Rasmussen visits
intends to provide
Tanzania and
Danish support for
Mozambique. During
the local populations
his visit, he focuses in regions hosting
not only on the pos
large amounts of
sibilities of globali refugees from neigh
sation and the imbouring countries.
portance of economic It also entails that
growth and market
Denmark will work
access for the poor- on a global repatria
est countries, but
tion fund so that
also on the African
the refugees can recountries’ responsi- turn home more
bility for their own
quickly, and not stay
development.
in Denmark.

Denmark chooses to
concentrate its
development aid on
Africa. Mali becomes
the newest programme country
among the sixteen
existing programme
countries. Ten of
these are in Africa.
Economic growth in
Denmark means that
the development aid
increases, in spite
of its fixed level of
0.8% of the GNP.

The annual amount of
money transferred
from African migrants in Europe to
their relatives in
their home countries
exceeds the total
sum of all development aid, both multiand bilateral.
Some critics declare
modern development
aid to be a failure.

2007

2008

Private foundations
such as the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation start their
own programmes
on the African continent, and the administrations in the
receiving countries
have increasing
difficulties with the
administration for
the many different
donors and projects.
Some countries
begin to close their
ministries for
donors some months
a year, in order
to be able to work.

The global financial
system breaks down.
For many developing countries, the
capitalist democracy
propagated by first
world countries
is no longer a convincing model.
Aid organisations
and the UN fear that
the financial crisis
will be an excuse
for many donor countries to hold back
development aid and
support for the
United Nations, and
that it will become
more difficult to
reach the millennium
goals.
The population in
Greenland votes for
a path towards
independence from
Denmark.

(2005)

(2008)

An unknown person
releases two green
and very poisonous
snakes into the
Uganda Forest.

A small fire breaks
out in the Uganda
Forest, but is
put out by the local
firefighters.
The Danish real
estate bubble begins
to deflate, and the
property values
of Vestamager fall
again.
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